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Abstract: Due to the high-fidelity mapping of the physical buildings and the intelligent performance
shown in their lifecycle, digital twins (DTs) have gained increasing attention in the building sector.
Although digital twins based on building information modeling (BIM) have become a hot research
topic, existing works emphasize the digitization of building static and dynamic information and lack
a unified consideration of the inherent physical mechanisms and interactive behaviors of buildings.
To this end, this paper proposes a foundation model for building digital twins which realizes
the unification of building static information, physical mechanisms and interaction patterns. The
conceptual framework of the model is given first and then formal modeling and verification with
time automata theory are performed to demonstrate the plausibility of the model. Finally, a practical
digital twin of a chiller is developed based on the proposed foundation model as an example, thus,
indicating its effectiveness and credibility.

Keywords: digital twins; foundation model; physical mechanisms; interaction patterns

1. Introduction

With the increasing requirements of buildings in terms of safety, comfort, convenience
and energy savings, the prevalence of research and applications related to intelligent build-
ings is continuously increasing. Intelligent buildings call for higher flexibility in energy
consumption and real-time interaction among the environment, personnel and various
facilities. Research on the interweaving of virtual and physical buildings through various
project stages, such as building information modeling (BIM) [1–3] and building automation
systems (BASs) [4,5], has undergone significant development in recent years. As the virtual
representation of the physical and functional characteristics of a facility, BIM provides a
convenient repository for collaboration to share information during a facility’s lifecycle [6].
Open BIM standards such as industry foundation classes (IFC) guarantee the generality
and completeness of the data used in the design and construction process. However, the
modeling capability of BIM in terms of dynamic behavior and building physical mecha-
nisms is still lacking [7,8]. BIM aims to build an efficient digital model encompassing the
entire lifecycle of a building while ignoring cyber–physical interactions [9]. As part of the
shift from traditional approaches toward automation, BASs perform well in terms of energy
quality [10], response efficiency and real-time interaction. By combining hardware, such as
sensors and actuators, with software, such as operating logic, such a control system utilizes
dynamic information to monitor and control the mechanical and electrical equipment
of a building [11]. However, a BAS focuses primarily on facility management (FM) and
participates less in other stages of the building lifecycle, thus, breaking the overall structure
of a building information model [12,13]. Accordingly, it is more like an embedded system,
which makes the information sharing between different building systems inefficient and
prone to error [11].

Therefore, exploring a new technology that can establish bi-directional information
flow between the physical building and digital model which integrates building information
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and intelligence to assist stakeholders in monitoring and controlling has become a concern
in the building sector.

Digital twins (DTs) are considered an appropriate solution for the aforementioned
issues. A DT is a living and evolving model endowed with intelligence, being the virtual
counterpart of a corresponding asset [14]. DTs were first proposed with the intent of
resolving thorny problems such as dramatic failure or exporting incorrect results in a
complex system [15]. By virtue of a real-time digital representation that reflects the laws
governing the internal and interactive behavior of the target asset as well as the integration
of heterogeneous data and intelligent applications, a DT is able to represent the current state
of the asset and predict future states to assist in the development of operation strategies [16],
decision making [17], fault forecasting [18], etc.

The development of DTs in the building sector has also been explored in many pa-
pers [19]. Through digital twin technologies, the real state of physical buildings is reflected
in the cyber world, and the integration of data across multiple dimensions presents a
comprehensive view of building lifecycle management. DTs in the design phase present
the design information and simulation results of buildings to stakeholders in advance, and
iterative optimization based on DTs effectively reduces rework costs [20]. Sensors attached
to construction projects transmit data to DTs, which support the arrangement of materials
and workers in a reliable and timely way [8]. With the adoption of big data, artificial intelli-
gence, machine learning, etc., DTs realize intelligent feedback for physical buildings, which
has a significant impact on building operation and maintenance. Verification of operation
and maintenance solutions with the help of DTs can be performed without disrupting the
normal operation of the buildings [21]. The value of data integration and mining in DTs is
also evidenced by efficient troubleshooting and predictive maintenance. Using real-time
performance data, DTs can identify problems in physical buildings in a timely manner and
realize continuous building health monitoring [22]. Traditional, preventive maintenance ac-
tivities become predictive maintenance, and intelligent forecasting and scheduling through
DTs save time and costs and minimize the impact of unexpected breakdowns [23].

Nevertheless, these studies usually cover only one phase of the building lifecycle, and
there is a lack of systematic discussion on the continuous evolution of building digital
twins (BDTs). Researchers have established a number of BDTs for special cases but have
less often discussed the fundamental components of a generic BDT. Although BIM-based
building digital models are widely used in the building sector, the BDTs derived by ex-
tending BIM still cannot solve the problems of dynamic behavior description and physical
mechanism expression.

This study aims to explore a model that supports the mapping of building information
to the virtual world and takes into consideration the integration of building physical
mechanisms and dynamic behaviors. Based on this model, a domain-specific modeling
method is used to implement the research of modeling mechanisms for BDTs and to provide
a dedicated, effective and credible description method for BDT models.

Domain-specific modeling restricts the problem to a smaller scope and abstracts
concepts and rules in the problem domain. These concepts and rules are used in the
description of model information to obtain a metamodel, which defines modeling elements
and constraints. A standardized and consistent model representation enables the model to
support deconstruction and reuse, improving the generality and portability of the model.

However, the plausibility of a BDT metamodel which is positively constructed by
domain analysis needs further rigorous verification. Formal verification is a mathematical
proof method for checking whether the relevant properties of a system are satisfied. Errors
such as inconsistencies, ambiguities and incompleteness are detected as much as possible.

BDTs evolve along with the corresponding physical buildings in the lifecycle. The
real-time interaction between the virtual world and reality indicates that the BDT system is
a time-constrained system. Therefore, a time automata approach is applied in this study to
verify that the foundation model satisfies the domain properties of the BDTs.

In summary, the main contributions of our work are as follows:
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(1) We establish a foundation model for BDTs. This model provides a framework for
BDT construction. This framework consists of three submodels: a static information
model, a physical model and an interaction model. A BDT constructed in this way can
serve as a high-fidelity virtual replica of a physical building and coevolve with it in
the lifecycle;

(2) We use object-oriented modeling ideas to refine the foundation model into a collection
of entities, parameters, behaviors and pipes, whereby a metamodel of BDTs is pro-
posed. Furthermore, the deadlock-free, reachability and consistency characteristics
of the foundation model are verified using a time automata network to indicate the
credibility of the model;

(3) We validate the proposed foundation model by constructing a chiller DT with the aim
of highlighting the effectiveness of the foundation model in constructing multiphysics
and multiscale BDTs for advanced management.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related studies on
the use of DTs in the building sector and identifies the problems that they have solved.
Section 3 introduces the foundation model, which allows the characteristics of dynamic
interactions to be described in detail by virtue of the coupling of the submodels. By using a
time automata network, the foundation model is formally validated. Section 4 presents a
real case study of a chiller DT to validate the efficiency and instructiveness of the proposed
foundation mode. Section 5 discusses the contributions and continuing work of this paper.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

According to a statement by the research firm Gartner, Inc. in 2018, DTs are expected
to be one of the top ten emerging technologies in the next decade [24]. Indeed, the potential
of accelerating digitalization and integrating physical and virtual assets has already been
explored, mainly in aerospace and manufacturing [25]. To improve the performance of a
vehicle in a mission, NASA and the US Air Force use a DT for ultrahigh-fidelity simulations
in the processes of certification, health management and mission monitoring. The structural
behavior of the vehicle can be analyzed and predicted based on the digital replica through
the integration of the maintenance history and real-time data [26]. The role of DTs in
intelligent manufacturing is also crucial. In the era of Industry 4.0, manufacturers are
pursuing a greater level of technical innovation with enhanced flexibility, adaptability
and predictability. DT-driven production control systems can respond more sensitively
to customer demands and environmental changes and help to optimize plant operations
during the production process [27].

Due to the promising achievements enabled by DTs in manufacturing, DT technology
is also attracting increasing interest in the building sector. Because BIM can provide an
information-rich and visualized 3D model that spans the lifecycle of a building, from
design to operation and maintenance, a BIM model is considered a starting point for
a corresponding DT model. For instance, Boje et al. reviewed the literature on BIM
applications and proposed the concept of construction digital twins (CDTs). This concept
completes the semantic representation of BIM in control systems and has the potential
to support the management of value-added data and dynamic processes [28]. Lu et al.
automated the generation of geometric DT models of existing buildings from images
and computer-aided design (CAD) drawings to achieve accurate and convenient model
construction [29]. Pan et al. emphasized the importance of data processing and analysis
in improving the effectiveness of DT models; accordingly, they incorporated the Internet
of Things (IoT) and data mining techniques into BIM with the aim of discovering the full
value of the collected data [27].

The aforementioned efforts show the promising potential of DTs in the building sector,
but it is also notable that more attention is given to developing DTs by attaching extra
data to BIM. Although there is a relationship between BIM and BDTs, BIM lacks dynamic
semantics, which makes it difficult to achieve consistency in the expression of building
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static information and dynamic interactive behavior, and it cannot support the portrayal of
physical processes [30].

In addition, some practical applications of DTs in the construction industry that
support smarter construction services have also been proposed. Lu et al. asserted that more
attention should be given to effective operations and maintenance because of the immense
value potential in this context. Specifically, a system architecture with five layers was
proposed for integrating heterogeneous data and constructing a dynamic DT model of the
corresponding assets at the building level, thereby enabling intelligent management and
enhancing interaction with facility managers [19]. Angjeliu et al. developed a procedure for
creating detailed DT models of historical masonry buildings for structural analysis. In this
procedure, the real geometry, material properties and internal structure of a building were
digitalized with high precision. When such a model is combined with a nonlinear finite
element model, operations such as assessing structural response, simulating maintenance
actions and predicting mechanical damage are possible [31]. Likewise, Lu et al. proposed
a DT-based anomaly detection method for asset monitoring. An extension of IFC was
used as a data structure to realize data integration and operation. In addition, considering
the changing loads of assets during operation, a Bayesian methodology for identifying
anomalies in context was integrated into the framework. This method improved the
efficiency and automation of real-time monitoring [22]. Kaewunruen et al. focused on
information sharing throughout the lifecycle of a railway turnout system and established an
innovative 6D BIM model spanning from the design phase to the demolition phase based on
a 3D model established with Revit software, with the time schedule, cost data and carbon
emission calculation composing the other three dimensions. Such integration promotes
design and construction efficiency as well as maintenance predictability and reduces cost
and construction error. Moreover, evaluation of the carbon footprint is significant for
environmental protection [32].

BDTs first need to realize the mapping of physical building information to the virtual
world, which includes the static property information and dynamic information. Pan
et al. proposed a novel framework to enrich the geometric, semantic and text information
of BDTs. Laser scanning and object detection in images are fused to realize nearly fully
automated information mapping [33]. Zhou et al. introduced DT technology to improve the
construction management efficiency of prefabricated buildings. The actual situation, such
as displacement and rotation torque of the building components, was effectively monitored.
Great benefits were brought by the DT-oriented management control system [34]. The
mapping of static and dynamic information enables the virtual world to mirror the physical
building, but this is only the first stage of the construction of BDTs. The second stage is
realizing the feedback of information from the virtual world to the physical world. Zhao
et al. established a DT framework for intelligent building operation with the integration
of a DT model and machine learning algorithm and validated the data-driven intelligent
prediction and diagnosis in real-time interactions at the theoretical level [35]. Zhao et al.
adopted DTs for facility management activities in an illustrative case study. Four represen-
tative use cases were investigated to show the benefits of DTs for real-time data collection
and monitoring, decision making, predictive maintenance and cost reduction [23]. Peng
et al. conducted a continuous lifecycle integration study on the DT of a hospital building.
The DT project was performed over one year. Facility diagnosis and operation suggestions
supported by dynamic, integrated data resulted in increased management satisfaction,
while energy consumption and facility failures were reduced [36]. Liu et al. integrated
DTs and a global navigation satellite system (GNSS) to establish intelligent, closed-loop
control. The information captured by GNSS in real time realized the precise positioning of
operation and maintenance elements and provided a data basis for analysis management
and maintenance decisions [37].

These papers have made meaningful efforts in continuous data integration and virtual–
real interaction in BDTs. In terms of addressing specific problems, there has been less
systematic discussion of the essential components and properties of BDTs. In particular,
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a unified conceptual modeling framework and domain-specific modeling approach are
absent when implementing abstract descriptions for BDTs. This leads to two problems in the
development of BDTs. The first is inefficient information communication. The expressions
and semantics of different description methods vary, making it difficult for developers
to communicate on the basis of the same cognitive context. The second is the shortage
of model reusability. Non-uniform modeling approaches bind each BDT model and case
closely, and the model deconstruction and reuse are hard to execute. Although there are
comparatively few studies on the construction paradigm of BDT models, a specialized and
standardized method for describing BDT models is significant for improving the efficiency
of model construction and promoting the development and application of BDTs.

3. Methodology

A model is an abstraction of a particular aspect of the system, and the model created
varies with the focus of the research. To achieve the goals of optimized operation, assisted
decision making and fault prediction in building activities, one form of BDTs is as software
entities with intelligent computing capabilities. As the intermediate form between the
design and realization of the BDTs, the model is critical for expressing design requirements
and driving the development process. By analyzing the domain characteristics and refining
the essential components and internal relationships of BDTs, the foundation model is
formed as the conceptual framework of BDTs to guide the construction of BDT models.
Utilizing the metamodeling method to organize the components of the foundation model
with consistent definition rules, the transformation of the foundation model components
into the BDT modeling elements is accomplished so that the BDT metamodel is obtained.
The metamodel offers a constraint and consensus for BDT domain modeling, which not
only ensures the accuracy of the information conveyed by the BDT models and improves
communication efficiency, but also correlates more closely to the programming language
and contributes to the model-driven software implementation.

3.1. Components of the Foundation Model

From the summary and analysis of the research on BDTs in the literature review, it was
found that the virtual–real symbiosis between the BDTs and the physical buildings relies on
comprehensive information perception and continuous interactive feedback. In the process
of interaction, to achieve more accurate predictions and more optimal decision making,
simulations of the physical mechanisms of the corresponding physical building are also
essential. Maintaining the same physical properties as the physical buildings provides these
abilities for BDTs without interfering with the normal operation of the physical building.
BDTs achieve a high degree of consistency with physical buildings in both appearance and
substance. The essential features of BDTs are shown in Figure 1.
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As shown in Figure 1, the foundation model for BDTs includes both passive mapping
of information and active interaction and can also reflect a high-fidelity portrayal of the
physical laws; thus, a triple architecture of the foundation model, which can be depicted as
the following expression, is proposed:

BDT = (SIM, PM, IM) (1)

where SIM refers to the static information model, PM is the physical model and IM stands
for the interaction model.

3.1.1. Static Information Model

The static information model maps the constituent elements and static properties of
buildings to the virtual world, which reflects the static attributes of building elements, such
as shape, material, size and location. The dimension and granularity of this information
are diverse, and the static properties are convenient to be presented visually; hence, the
key to constructing a static information model is the organization and visualization of the
information. To clarify this, we represent the static information model as Equation (2).

SIM = (BDTRecorder, BDTVisualizer) (2)

where BDTRecorder is mainly employed to realize the storage, organization and manage-
ment of model data, and BDTVisualizer is a declaration of the model rendering engine with
responsibility for the visualization of the 3D model.

The preceding shows that the static information model is highly consistent with BIM,
which is widely applied in the building sector [38]. As a novel model paradigm, it is
acceptable to take BIM as the realization of a static information model to fully utilize the
information integration capability and mature 3D visualization technology of BIM. For
buildings that have established BIM models, BIM implementation as a static information
model also reduces costs and improves development efficiency.

3.1.2. Physical Model

A physical model is a digital description of the rules governing the building behavior
involved in a variety of physical processes. They may be divided into time-varying charac-
teristics and functional characteristics. The former describes fatigue, aging and depletion
throughout the building operation process, and the latter describes dynamic responses to
outside stimuli [39]. The core of the physical model is to maintain an accurate simulation
of the physical mechanism over time; hence, the concept of “evolution” is employed to
demonstrate the coexistence of a BDT and the corresponding physical building in this
paper, and the physical model is expressed as Equation (3).

PM = (BDTCondition, BDTSimulator, BDTEvolver) (3)

where BDTCondition represents the specific conditions under which a physical process
occurs, since even the same physical process differs in the physical properties it exhibits
under different conditions. BDTSimulator represents a simulation of physical mechanisms
and works in conjunction with BDTEvolver to achieve a synchronized reflection of the
physical properties. Under the specific conditions represented by the BDTCondition,
BDTEvolver defines when and in what way the model encapsulated by the BDTSimulator
is updated, thus, enabling the BDTs to evolve with the physical buildings.

Accurate fitting of the physical mechanism of buildings is the key to constructing a
physical model. Some physical processes that involve few physical variables and straight-
forward relationships can be described by mathematical models. However, for some
complicated physical processes, mathematical models must be established under a simpli-
fied premise or idealized conditions. This approach reduces the difficulty of modeling but
weakens the realism of the model.
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The “white-box model” that relies solely on mathematical models cannot satisfy the
simulation of complex physical processes, and a data-driven “black-box model” can be
built with the assistance of neural networks, artificial intelligence, big data computing and
other intelligent approaches to further enhance the accuracy of physical process fitting.
The “black-box model” pays less attention to the strict mathematical relationships between
the variables in the model and concentrates on the calculation outcomes rather than the
interpretability of the model [40].

This data-driven model construction method facilitates online updates of the model. By
comparing the predicted output with the actual output, new data can be used to iteratively
fit the model when the error exceeds the threshold. The parameters of neural networks or
intelligent algorithms of the model are corrected so that accuracy is continuously optimized.
Internal changes to the building are transmitted through these new data, enabling intelligent
self-evolution of the BDT.

3.1.3. Interaction Model

The interaction model establishes bi-directional information flows between the physi-
cal building and the BDT, which provide feedback to the physical world instead of mere
simulation. The running data that flow from the physical world into the cyber world
enrich the dynamics of BDTs and provide data input for the intelligent computation of
BDTs. Computational modules that encapsulate the control strategy utilize these data to
solve for the optimal control solutions. When the physical building fails, control modules
assist operation and maintenance staff in troubleshooting and preparing appropriate so-
lutions by linking multidimensional data. Computational advantages reduce the time to
diagnose faults.

For intelligent decisions generated by the interaction model, it is necessary to further
specify the execution components of the control instructions and encapsulate the instruc-
tions into a form of data identifiable to the executing component. Therefore, a set of virtual
actuators corresponding to the physical actuators is also required in the interaction model
to serve as an interface for feedback from the BDT to the physical building.

To present the interaction behaviors of the BDT and the physical building, a dy-
namic visualization module should also be integrated into the interaction model. This
enhances the dynamic visualization capability of BDTs and supplements the 3D images of
static information.

Hence, the interaction model of BDTs is expressed as Equation (4).

IM = (BDTSensor, BDTController, BDTActuator, BDTAnimation) (4)

where BDTSensor binds to the physical sensor and serves as the entrance of real-time data
for BDT. The BDTController is the control center, which integrates dynamic and static
data with intelligent algorithms to optimize decision making, fault diagnosis and situation
prediction. The BDTActuator encapsulates control instructions into specific formats which
can be recognized by the physical actuator. BDTs implement feedback to the physical world.
BDTAnimation dynamically displays the operating status of the BDT to achieve consistent
presentation of the BDT and the physical building in motion status. Figure 2 shows the
collaboration between the four components and the control closed loop formed with the
physical building.

The solid line in Figure 2 indicates that the element at the tail of the arrow is attached
to the element at the head, and the dotted line means that the element at the tail of the
arrow transfers data to the element at the head.

The interaction model guarantees the dynamic synchronization of BDTs with physical
buildings. With the assistance of computing advantages, physical buildings run in a smarter,
more energy-efficient way.
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3.2. Coupling Relationships between Submodels

The static information model, physical model and interaction model are the basic
components of BDTs which represent different characteristics: the static information model
is a replica of the existing information of the physical building; the establishment of the
physical model ensures the internal consistency between the BDT and the physical building;
and the interaction model establishes an effective interaction mechanism between the cyber
and physical world. The coupling relationships between the three are illustrated in Figure 3.
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3.2.1. Static Information Model and Physical Model

As a warehouse for static information, a static information model not only records
physical building design information and historical operating data but also provides
physical process models and simulation data records for the physical model. Through the
accumulation and analysis of these data, the source of errors in modeling can be found,
and the effect of twinning can be evaluated. As the warehouse of the physical model, the
static information model can also compare the calculation results of the same process to
select the best model and realize the online switching of models to maintain the optimal
reflection of the physical building.

3.2.2. Static Information Model and Interaction Model

The static information model stores a large number of static attributes of physical
buildings, including identifier information. By providing this information to the interaction
model, the interaction model automatically binds to the corresponding physical sensor and
physical actuator through the binding mechanism. Both the transmission of real-time status
data from physical to cyber and control instructions from cyber to physical are realized.
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There are two types of data in the interaction model that are particularly valuable to the
self-evolution and function performance of BDTs. One is the real-time status information
of the physical buildings obtained by the interaction model. The snapshot at the previous
moment continuously becomes static historical data, and the accumulation of a large
amount of historical data is an important basis for predicting the future state of physical
buildings because these data reflect the actual characteristics of physical buildings under
specific conditions.

The other type is the control instruction information of the interaction model. The
actual effects of these instructions (i.e., status information of physical buildings) are reported
by closed-loop feedback control. The combination of control instructions and effects become
an effective reference for formulating future control strategies.

These two types of data become static information that cannot be changed at the next
moment and are stored in a static information model to enrich the lifecycle information
of BDTs.

3.2.3. Interaction Model and Physical Model

The real-time state of physical buildings perceived by the interaction model provides
a reference for the accuracy of the physical model. When the comparison error between
the simulation output of the physical mechanism process and the actual value exceeds
the acceptable range, it works as a trigger signal to drive the physical model to improve
accuracy. This process runs through the lifecycle of a BDT so that the reflection of the
physical mechanism is always in a dynamic approach.

For some large and complex equipment systems, each operation must be carefully
demonstrated to ensure that the possibility of misoperation or unsatisfactory control
effects is minimized to reduce the interference with the normal building environment and
costs. A physical model is an accurate reflection of the physical mechanism of a building.
Experiments based on physical models are not limited by time and space and have a high
degree of credibility and do not need to interrupt the operating state of the existing building
equipment. Therefore, control operation and failure prediction are necessary to rely on a
physical model for preverification and reasoning.

3.3. Metamodel of Building Digital Twins

The foundation model provides the conceptual framework for BDTs, and there are
various ways to describe this framework. However, diverse description approaches are not
conducive to the sharing and exchange of BDT information, and the explanation of the same
BDT can be ambiguous due to the differences in representation. Continued development of
the foundation model is limited.

A unified, standardized approach to modeling BDTs is necessary. Standard modeling
elements and interpretation maintain the consistent meaning of the model under various
scenarios so that the certainty of the model information is ensured. In addition, as an
intermediate state of BDTs, the platform-independent model keeps information from
distorting when driving the implementation of different forms of BDT [41].

In the foundation model, each submodel is represented as consisting of a specific
set of elements, and the combination of these elements forms an abstraction of the BDTs.
It is reasonable to adopt them as modeling elements for the BDT model. In the field
of software engineering, models are described using metamodels [42], which define the
constituent elements of models and the relationships between the elements. In this paper,
the metamodel of BDTs, defined based on the foundation model, is shown in Figure 4.

The metamodel of the BDTs is divided into three layers. The meta-term layer provides
the basic corpus for BDT modeling. The concept of BDTEntity is defined in the meta-term
layer as an aggregate with the same properties and behaviors. Meanwhile, BDTParameter
and BDTBehavior are defined to represent the properties and acts of BDTEntity. The
relationships between BDTEntity are expressed by BDTPipe.
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The model layer defines the implementation forms of BDTs based on the triad structure
of the foundation model. The model layer includes BDTSIM (representing the static
information model), BDTPM (representing the physical model) and BDTIM (representing
the interaction model) as the concrete implementations of BDTs.

To fit the actual modeling requirements, modeling elements need to be more domain
specific, and features of BDTs are encapsulated in modeling elements in advance to improve
modeling efficiency and specify the information expression of the model. The specification
of BDTEntity and BDTPipe constitutes the expansion layer. Section 3.1 defines the con-
stituent elements for the foundation model that are appropriate as expansions of BDTEntity,
assigning characteristics of information mapping, physical mechanism simulation and
dynamic interaction to BDT models. In addition, to distinguish the relationships between
BDTEntity, BDTPipe is extended as BDTTransPipe and BDTBindPipe, which denote the
data transfer relationship and logical composition relationship, respectively.

To further illustrate that the BDTEntity in the metamodel can effectively achieve
realistic reflection and feedback control to the physical world through collaboration and
complete BDT self-evolution, a sequence diagram constructed with unified modeling
language (UML) is used for illustration, as shown in Figure 5.

Two types of entity, PhysicalSensor and PhysicalActuator, are added to the time
sequence diagram, representing the source of building information in the physical world
and the BDT feedback control object. PhysicalSensor transmits the real state of the building
to BDTSensor, and BDTSensor synchronizes the real-time information to BDTController in
the interaction model, BDTRecorder in the static information model and BDTCondition
in the physical model. The BDTController judges whether the building is operating in a
good zone or whether there is fault potential. BDTAnimation is notified to execute the
rendering of the digital model. BDTConditon selects the appropriate physical mechanism
for BDTSimulator to load based on the context. BDTEvolver evaluates whether the running
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BDTSimulator meets the application requirements. When the error limits are exceeded,
BDTEvolver performs an update process to keep BDTSimulator synchronized with the
physical building in real time.
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Intelligent calculations of the BDTController on operation optimization and fault diag-
nosis need to be validated by BDTSimulator, which satisfies the same physical mechanism
as the physical building, to complete validation without interrupting the normal operation
of the physical building. Finally, the validated control policies are encapsulated as hardware
instructions by the BDTActuator and passed to the corresponding physical actuator, where
the actions involved are rendered by BDTAnimation.

The above cyclic process occurs in the lifecycle of the physical building, forming a
closed loop of control with dynamics, intelligence and interaction.

3.4. Formal Modeling and Verification

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 elaborate the composition of the BDT model and the internal
coupling relationships. As to whether the foundation model can achieve the expected
functions, i.e., whether a BDT constructed based on the foundation model can form a
complete two-way data transmission system with the physical building, and give full
play to the computational capability to provide intelligent assistance such as operation
optimization, fault detection and state prediction for real operation and maintenance
activities, the foundation model for BDTs still needs to be rigorously verified.

Formal verification is a rigorous proof method based on mathematical knowledge
for testing the correctness of the properties of a system. The use of formal verification
supports the understanding and analysis of the system and the detection of errors, such as
inconsistencies, ambiguities and incompleteness, in it as much as possible.

A DT, which accompanies the lifecycle of the corresponding physical entity and re-
sponds in real time to contextual changes, is a time-constrained system. As a formal
modeling and verification theory, time automata support the intuitive portrayal of time-
dependent behavior in systems [43]. In our research, the formal verification of the founda-
tion model for BDTs is completed using the model checking tool UPPAAL (version 4.1.26),
which was jointly developed by Uppsala University in Sweden and Aalborg University in
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Denmark. UPPAAL has a user-friendly visual interface and excellent computational perfor-
mance [44] and has been successfully applied to embedded systems [45], IoT systems [46]
and cyber–physical systems [47] for real-time analysis and verification.

3.4.1. Time Automata Modeling

Time automata modeling is divided into two steps: first, we establish the time au-
tomata of each entity in the foundation model; then, we define the global channels of
message and flags to make time automata interact, thus, obtaining a time automata net-
work. Based on the sequence diagram of Figure 5, eleven time automata are established, as
shown in Figure 6.

As in the sequence diagram of Figure 5, the time automata network is also defined to
execute cyclically, which is achieved by defining a sense state for PhysicalSensor every five
units of time. Via the M_RealState message channel, the building real-time operation data
trigger BDTSensor into the send2PM and send2IM states. BDTCondition and BDTCon-
troller receive running data through the M_RealState2PM and M_ RealState2IM message
channels, respectively. At the same time, the F_WriteData flag is set to 1, which triggers
BDTRecorder to enter the state of write. In this state, the running data are saved and then
the F_WriteData flag is set to 0 to wait for the next write.

BDTCondition chooses to load the appropriate physical model. After loading the
physical model, the BDTSimulator notifies BDTEvolver via message channel M_Check
to validate the current model, thus, deciding whether to keep the current model or to
update it.

BDTController determines whether to enter the state of optimization or prediction.
Both states need a physical model to verify the calculation result, so it obtains the assistance
of BDTSimulator through message channel M_Verify. BDTSimulator uses message channel
M_ Confirm to return the confirmation to BDTController. This process is repeated until the
control target is satisfied. To simplify the description of the process, this process is executed
once by default. Control instructions are sent to BDTActuator for execution through the
message channel M_Instruction.
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of PhysicalSensor; (b) is the time automata of BDTSensor; (c) is the time automata of BDTCondition;
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PhysicalActuator; (i) is the time automata of BDTRecorder; (j) is the time automata of BDTVisualizer;
(k) is the time automata of BDTAnimation.

BDTActuator enters the state of act after receiving control instructions, and Physi-
calActuator, bound to it, enters the state of physical_act through the message channel
M_PhysicalInstruction. BDTAnimation enters the state of animat through the message
channel M_ Animation, presenting the real action changes brought by the control process.

It should be noted that, due to the relative stability of static information, the 3D
model in the static information model is less frequently updated after the initial rendering,
but, to illustrate this action, it is assumed in BDTVisualizer that the model information is
read and rendered every fifteen units of time via the message channel M_ReadData. A
demonstration of this time automata network execution process provided by UPPAAL is
shown in Figure 7.

By comparing the sequence diagram in Figure 5 and the state switching process of the
time automata in UPPAAL, it is demonstrated that the established time automata network
provides an accurate description of both the static structure and dynamic activities of the
foundation model for BDTs. The formal verification based on this time automata network
is credible.

3.4.2. Verification Process and Analysis of Results

The established time automata network describes the foundation model for BDTs
in a formal way, which, in turn, allows a rigorous formal verification of the model to
demonstrate the deadlock-free accessibility and consistency of the foundation model.
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UPPAAL supports the use of computational tree logic (CTL) to write formulas to load into
the model verification engine to verify these properties. The CTL formulation rules are as
follows [48], and the CTL statements used to verify the properties of the foundation model
are shown in Table 1.

• A[ ]p: for all routes, p always holds;
• A< >p: for all routes, p finally holds;
• E[ ]p: there exists a route, p always holds;
• E< >p: there exists a route, p finally holds;
• p imply q: if p holds, q must eventually hold.

Table 1. CTL statements and meanings for verifying the properties of the foundation model.

Properties CTL Statement Meaning

Deadlock free A[ ]not deadlock There is no deadlock inside the model.

Accessibility

E< >Process_Controller.decide There exists a route, Process_Controller finally in the
state of decide.

E< >Process_P_Actuator.physical_act There exists a route, Process_P_Actuator finally in the
state of physical_act.

E< >Process_Simulator.verify There exists a route, Process_Simulator finally in the
state of verification.

E< >Process_Evolver.self_update There exists a route, Process_Evolver finally in the state
of self_update.

E< >Process_Visualizer.render There exists a route, Process_Visualizer finally in the
state of render.

Consistency

E[ ](Process_Simulator.update imply
Process_Evolver.self_update)

There exists a route. When Process_Simulator is in the
state of update, Process_Evolver must satisfy the state of

self_update.

E[ ](Process_Controller.wait_confirm imply
Process_Simulator.verify)

There exists a route. When Process_Controller is in the
wait_confirm state, Process_Simulator must satisfy the

state of verify.

E[ ](Process_Actuator.act imply
Process_Controller.decide)

There exists a route. When Process_Actuator is in the
state of act, Process_Controller must satisfy the state of

decide.

E[ ](Process_P_Actuator.physical_act imply
Process_Actuator.act)

There exists a route. When Process_P_Actuator is in the
state of physical_act, Process_Actuator must satisfy the

state of act.

Loading the CTL formulas into the UPPAAL validation engine obtains the result
shown in Figure 8.

The formal validation results of UPPAAL show that the entities in the foundation
model do not deadlock during the designed activities and that the model always satisfies
the requirements to achieve the visual presentation of the static information model, self-
evolution of the physical model, intelligent decision making of the interaction model and,
finally, feedback to the physical world, i.e., the physical_act state of the time automata
of PhysicalActuator. The restricted relationships between the entities are also verified,
where the decision making of the interaction is always based on the physical model to
provide validation support and ensure that the decision is credible before feeding back
to the physical world; the actuator in the interaction model can smoothly execute the
controller’s instructions, and the actuator in the physical world can always complete the
adjustment based on the corresponding BDTActuator. Building a BDT system based on the
proposed foundation model can effectively complete a realistic mapping of the physical
world, thus, realizing a two-way data exchange with the physical building, optimizing the
physical building state and assisting operation and maintenance decisions.
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4. Case Study

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed foundation model, we chose the chiller,
which is one of the key facilities in intelligent buildings, to build the BDT application. The
chiller DT aims to realize the monitoring of the real-time working status of the chiller and
to optimize the set values of the chiller and improve energy efficiency based on the physical
model of the chiller cooling mechanism and intelligent algorithms.

In general, the energy conversion efficiency of a chiller is measured by the coefficient of
performance (COP). A larger COP means more energy savings under the same conditions.
The physical interpretation of the COP is as follows [49]:

COP =Qe/Pchiller (5)

Here, Qe is the cooling capacity of the chiller, and Pchiller is the power of the chiller; that
is, the COP represents the proportion of the electrical energy consumed by the chiller that is
used for refrigeration. Adjusting various parameters of the chiller to meet the requirements
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of a production or living environment while pursuing the maximization of the COP has
important practical significance.

4.1. Modeling the Chiller DT with the Metamodel

Utilizing the metamodel of BDTs, an instance model that assists software engineers
in developing concrete software was built. The physical process of “outlet temperature
regulation of the chilled water” is illustrated in Figure 9 as an example.
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According to the composition of the foundation model, the model of chiller DT can
also be viewed as a coupling of the static information model, the physical model and the
interaction model. When building a DT of a chiller, the BIM model file of the chiller is
obtained from the BDTRecorder in the static information model, and the graphical model
is processed by the BIM model rendering engine to complete the visual presentation.

After the BDTSensor bound to the physical sensor obtains the running data of the
chiller, they are sent to the BDTController responsible for the control of the chilled water
outlet temperature and the BDTCondition that judges the running context of the physical
chiller. The BDTController determines whether the physical chiller setting parameters
need to be adjusted. The BDTCondition loads the physical model that best matches the
current physical characteristics of the chiller. If an adjustment is needed, BDTController
uses the BDTSimulator in the physical model to verify whether the control instructions
can achieve effects. After the control instruction is generated and verified, it is passed to
the BDTActuator bound to the physical actuator to drive the physical chiller to adjust the
running parameters.

In this dynamic process, BDTAnimation is responsible for displaying the running data
obtained by BDTSensor and the control data of BDTActuator, and BDTRecorder, which
stores the historical data of chiller running, also records the data passed in by BDTSensor.
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4.2. Software Implementation of the Chiller DT

The chiller DT was developed in the Browser/Server architecture, and users obtain
the services through the browser, thus, reducing the complexity of software installation.
The implementation framework of the software is shown in Figure 10.
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The foundation model was proposed to drive the development of the BDTs. Therefore,
the various elements in Figure 10 are the technical implementations of the components
in the foundation model. In the static information model, BDTRecorder consists of a
database for storing the chiller BIM model and historical operation data. BDTVisualizer is
implemented by an engine capable of rendering the BIM models. In the physical model,
data filters are applied to BDTCondition to limit the scenarios for which the model fitted
by BDTSimulator is applicable. BDTSimulator obtained the COP prediction model by
fitting the chiller historical running data. The prediction of COP under different operating
conditions is used to provide validation support for the decision making of the interaction
model. In the interaction model, BDTSensor and BDTActuator are integrated together to
complete the parsing and encapsulation of data when the physical chiller and the chiller
DT establish a connection. BDTController is composed of control algorithms programmed
into the software. Based on the real-time data of the physical chiller perceived by BDT-
Sensor, the operation settings for higher COP are calculated. BDTAnimation describes the
dynamic behaviors of the chiller DT and is consequently presented visually as part of the
user interface.

4.2.1. Visualization of the Static Information Model

BIM produces a standardized, machine-readable information model [3] and is con-
sidered a promising way to transfer appropriate data between different software entities
and stakeholders. Therefore, in this paper, a BIM model of the chiller was imported; this
approach not only allowed existing models to be reused but also simplified the develop-
ment process while maintaining consistency of the underlying technologies to facilitate
expansion to more complex BDT systems in the future.

During the development of BIM, to effectively integrate and store model data, the
International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) proposed the Industry Foundation Class
(IFC) data standard in 1997, which enables collaborative exchange of all BM information
based on an open standard and procedure. After six major revisions, IFC2 × 3 is now the
version supported by most BIM software.

Since the BIM model of the chiller is loaded on web page, a Web Graphics Library
(WebGL) plugin with IFC data parsing capability should be selected as the rendering engine.
The existing open-source projects for parsing IFC mainly include: BiMserver, BIM surfer,
IfcOpenShell, IfcPlusPlus, FreeCAD, xBIM Toolkit, etc. Among them, BIM Surfer and xBIM
Toolkit are the ones supporting web parsing. In the interest of balancing development cost
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and complexity of operation, xBIM WeXplorer (version 1.0.4) in xBIM Toolkit was chosen
as the rendering engine.

xBIM WeXplorer supports parsing files with the suffix “.wexBIM”, which are converted
from files with the suffix “.ifc”. Compared with the latter, wexBIM files enhance the web
rendering capability and improve the rendering speed. Figure 11 shows the effects of
the rendering.
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The implementation of the static information model provides practitioners with a way
to view the static characteristics of the chiller. The 3D model shows the chiller construction
more clearly. Information such as size and material of specific components is also presented
after selection.

4.2.2. Model Fitting of the Physical Model

Since the aim of this section was to effectively implement the BDTs based on the
proposed foundation model, an in-depth discussion of the COP prediction method is not
presented in the implementation of the physical model of the chiller DT. Referring to the
research efforts of Zhao et al. [50], their method of constructing a multi-input-single-output
regression model was applied to the implementation of the physical model. The COP
prediction model was constructed with the chilled water temperature difference (∆Tchw)
and the cooling water temperature difference (∆Tcw). Running data over two weeks were
used for model fitting. The COP model was developed in Origin (version 2018), and the
output of the nonlinear surface fitting is shown in Figure 12.

It is obvious that most of the points are near the surface, and the correlation coefficient
(R2) is 0.99785, which also indicates that the predicted COP values fitted well with the
actual value. According to the estimate of coefficients, the COP prediction model can be
expressed as Equation (6).

COP = 13.29597 − 2.60483 ∗ ∆Tchw − 0.90367 ∗ ∆Tcw (6)

As an implementation of the physical model, the COP prediction model was coded
in the software project through Python to provide validation support for the interaction
model of the chiller DT.

4.2.3. Construction of Bi-Directional Data Flow for the Interaction Model

The key to the implementation of the interaction model is to establish a closed loop
of feedback control. The physical chiller in this study was pre-assembled with sensors.
The running data of the chiller were gathered in the attached control box, as shown in
Figure 13a. Two RS-485 bus lines originating from the control box were connected to a
serial converter, as shown in Figure 13b, and, after conversion to a USB interface, a further
connection to the chiller DT was established, as shown in Figure 13c. As the physical
chiller followed the Modbus protocol, with the help of a library named “modbus_tk” in
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Python, the real-time operation data of the physical chiller and the instructions from the
chiller DT were conveniently parsed and packaged. The physical connection and the logical
connection between the physical chiller and the chiller DT were established.
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Figure 13. Connection between the physical chiller and the chiller DT. (a) is the physical chiller of
the experiment; (b) is the connection of the chiller control box and the computer; (c) is the interface
converter between the physical chiller and the computer.

Virtual–real connection provides a bi-directional transmission channel for information
sensing and control feedback. In general, the working environment of a chiller does not
suffer sudden and drastic changes, and sharp adjustments of the operating parameters
triggers the self-protection mechanism of the chiller. Therefore, the optimization strategies
for the chiller were gradual and moderate. The pseudo-code of the control strategies is
shown in Algorithm 1.

The above algorithm takes the current operating conditions of the chiller as a starting
point and searches for better operating conditions from the neighbor that can improve the
COP [50]. This allows each adjustment of the chiller to be made in smaller magnitudes, re-
ducing the disruption to the workspace cooled by the chiller. The physical model supports
the prediction of COP values. Without disturbing the normal operation of the physical
chiller, a judgment can be made on whether the COP can be improved by the neighbor-
ing working conditions. The optimal neighboring conditions are encapsulated as control
commands and sent to the physical chiller through the connection established between
the chiller DT and the physical chiller, realizing a closed loop of “sense–control–execute”.
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Besides the judgments and decisions made by the DT of chiller with automation, the opera-
tion interface is also designed to allow users to realize a human-in-the-loop control process.

Algorithm 1: Optimal Control Algorithm of the Interaction Model.

Input: actual COP, ∆Tchw, ∆Tcw, σchw, σcw (Step length of single adjustment of ∆Tchw and ∆Tcw.)
Output: Optimal ∆Tchw, ∆Tcw for adjustment
Content:
1. while countdown = 0 do
2. check adjustment status
3. if status = locked do
4. exit adjustment
5. else
6. set status = locked
7. set array = { {∆Tchw + σchw, ∆Tcw}, {∆Tchw − σchw, ∆Tcw}, {∆Tchw + σchw, ∆Tcw +σcw },

{∆Tchw − σchw, ∆Tcw + σcw}, {∆Tchw, ∆Tcw + σcw}, {∆Tchw, ∆Tcw − σcw},
{∆Tchw + σchw, ∆Tcw − σcw }, {∆Tchw − σchw, ∆Tcw + σcw} }

8. set COP prediction array = {}
9. for array do
10. set temp = calculate COP prediction value
11. add temp into COP prediction array
12. end for
13. set max = select the maximum value in the COP prediction array
14. if max > actual COP do
15. encapsulate control instructions to adjust the physical chiller
16. else
17. exit adjustment
18. set status = unlocked
19. set countdown = 20 min
20. end while

4.3. Performance of the Chiller DT

After gradually completing the implementation of the static information model, the
physical model and the interaction model, the chiller DT was obtained, as shown in
Figure 14.
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It is divided into three main functional areas. The left shows the real-time operation
data of the physical chiller, and the middle is the 3D rendering of the physical chiller. On
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the right is the control area, when the chiller DT judges the neighboring working conditions
more energy efficient, a prompt message appears in the control area to provide the user
with an operation that can be carried out. A manual control area is also available to allow
the user to control the chiller when necessary.

Four days of running data were used to analyze the control effectiveness of the chiller
DT. The physical chiller was disconnected from the chiller DT on the first two days, and
they interacted with each other on the next two days. The actual values of COP are shown
in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Optimal control effect of the chiller DT on the physical chiller.

The climatic conditions were similar over the four days, so the trend of the COP is
similar in both data sets. However, based on the optimal control from the chiller DT, the
values of the COP were higher on the last two days than on the first two days most of the
time. The improvement of COP achieved by the chiller DT is more clearly illustrated in
Figure 16.
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Among the 94 time points of data, COP was improved in 85 collection points, account-
ing for 90.43%. In particular, there were 48 data points with COP differences greater than 2,
accounting for 51.06%. The chiller DT shows great potential for improving the efficiency of
physical chiller cooling and saving power. Moreover, based on the chiller DT, workers are
able to obtain real-time operating data in a remote and timely manner, allowing them to
monitor the status of the chiller while avoiding potential harm to their health caused by
the noisy and high-temperature environment of the physical chiller.
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5. Discussion

With the ongoing development of information technology, DTs are becoming a key
technology for realizing intelligent activities in the building lifecycle. Although there
is a lack of a uniform definition, it is significant to discuss the fundamental characteris-
tics of BDTs. For researchers and practitioners, this helps to provide a perspective for
understanding BDTs and a reference framework for the implementation of BDTs.

The proposed foundation model is an innovative new generation of building infor-
mation model that fully considers the requirements of information mapping, physical
simulation and dynamic interaction. The foundation model is not only a digital version of
the physical building, thus, reaping the benefits of digitization in storage, presentation and
information transfer. The added value is that the coupling of submodels in the foundation
model realizes intelligent feedback from the BDTs to the corresponding physical buildings.
This is one of the major reasons why DT technologies is valued and widely used in the
manufacturing and aerospace industries. In the submodels, the static information model
and the physical model assure that the BDTs are consistent with the physical buildings,
and the interaction model guarantees that this consistency is not weakened over time.
Such reliable consistency makes automated or manual decisions made based on the BDTs
credible and helpful. As more comprehensive insights into the BDTs, the triad structure
composed of the static information model, the physical model and the interaction model
may also be extended. We will continue to improve the foundation model proposed in this
paper and add more detailed attributes to the components of the model.

Models can help researchers to block out irrelevant information and concentrate on
the essential characteristics, so we picked the foundation model as the starting point for the
investigation of the BDTs. In terms of the development of BDT technologies, the proposed
BDT theories should contribute to the implementation of specific BDT applications. As
shown in previous research works, most BDT applications are implemented in the form
of software systems. In the field of software engineering, the model-driven approach to
software development has been found to reduce duplication of effort and improve efficiency
when developing complex systems. Our research was initiated from the foundation model
for BDTs, and gradually specified this model to derive more concrete and domain-specific
model components so as to obtain a unified and scalable model description method. The
metamodel of BDTs is another contribution of this paper. A unified model expression
allows the model to support deconstruction and reuse and improve the efficiency of model
construction. It also eliminates the information confusion of the same model in different
application scenarios and maintains the accuracy of the information transferred by the
model. Further, model files with a standardized format provide the basis for automatic
computer parsing.

Future work includes expanding the metamodel into a syntactically accurate and
semantically complete domain modeling language, investigating the automatic transfor-
mation from BDT models to programming languages and developing supplementary
modeling tools to support the use of the modeling language. This will accelerate the
development of BDT software and promote the deployment of DT technologies in the
building sector.

6. Conclusions

To conclude, this paper proposed a new approach to integrating DTs with intelligent
buildings by developing a foundation model for BDTs which includes a static information
model, a physical model and an interaction model for mapping a physical building into
the virtual world. In addition, the characteristics of the submodels and the collaboration
between them were fully discussed, and the dynamic process of real-time sensing of the
physical building operation status and feedback control by BDTs was clearly described.
Based on the metamodel of BDTs, not only does this provide a platform-independent and
unified modeling method for the description of the BDT model, but it also uses a formal
approach to rigorously verify that the foundation model is deadlock free and that the
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individual states designed are reachable and consistent with each other. Finally, a case
study of a chiller DT was presented to demonstrate an application for real-time operation
and maintenance, and an analysis of the modeling concept and method provided further
validation of the effectiveness of the foundation model. Moreover, this case study can also
serve as a reference for stakeholders who are interested in improving the intelligence of
building operations and maintenance.

In summary, this paper was limited to explaining the constituents and properties of
the foundation model, with less discussion of the implementation technologies for each
part. This means the paper remained on a theoretical level. The DT was concomitantly
symbiotic with the corresponding physical entities in the lifecycle, while dynamic evolution
of the foundation model was not sufficiently discussed. Finally, the twin object used in the
case study was relatively simple. For future work, we will try to establish a more complex
system to validate the foundation model and modeling methods for BDTs.
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